Unique secretion mode of human protein Z: its Gla domain is responsible for inefficient, vitamin K-dependent and warfarin-sensitive secretion.
Protein Z is a vitamin K-dependent plasma glycoprotein that is involved in the regulation of blood coagulation. Plasma concentrations of protein Z vary widely between subjects and are greatly reduced during warfarin therapy. We developed a sensitive and quantitative assay for protein secretion using a secretory luciferase to explore the mode of secretion of protein Z compared with that of factor X. Protein Z secretion was much less efficient than factor X and was totally dependent upon added vitamin K, while factor X secretion was not. Protein Z secretion was highly sensitive to warfarin treatment of the synthesizing cells. In contrast, although factor X secretion was not precluded by warfarin, its gamma-carboxylation was completely blocked. An exchange of the propeptide and/or gamma-carboxyglutamic acid domain between protein Z and factor X reproduced the inefficient and warfarin-sensitive secretion pattern of protein Z, and vice versa. Joining of the propeptide and gamma-carboxyglutamic acid domain to luciferase also demonstrated that the gamma-carboxyglutamic acid domain of protein Z was responsible for its warfarin-sensitive secretion. Thus, it was concluded that the difference observed in secretion patterns of protein Z and factor X was mainly based on the structure of their gamma-carboxyglutamic acid domains.